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Live Interior 3D Pro is BeLight Softwareʼs application CAD-type program for 
designing your home “from the ground up” with exterior views, interior views, 
furniture, lighting, and more.

This program was a delight for me to learn its processes, to use its tools, and to 
apply my personal ideas and touches to complete a facsimile of our living room. 
The pictures below show what I demonstrated to our members at our March 20, 
2010, monthly meeting.
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We had several engineers and interior decorators attending who, as well as the 
rest of the attendees, were totally excited by the capabilities of this program and 
even more excited by its price. I showed the members the regular price and they 
were astounded. Then I showed them the Computer User Group member price, 
and I thought that they were going to fall off their seats!

For we retirees and others, the idea of using this program for furniture purchases, 
room layout, color schemes, and multiple stories is a real winning solution.

The pictures below show some of the members who attended the demonstration 
and view of the screen.
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My interior decorator wife was so excited about the program that I had a hard 
time trying to finish developing my demonstration. She also gave me several 
suggestions and is now busy determining what colors we will need for painting 
portions of our home interior.

I decided rather than using any templates to do the 2D/3D layout, it would be a 
better learning experience to just work from the ground up. This turned out to be 
a great way to learn the process while viewing the great online video tutorials and  
downloadable PDF manual.

My wife and I can highly recommend this software application. Although there is 
a bit of a learning curve for a first time user, I found that any minor trouble was 
well worth it for the price. Having worked with several CAD-type programs in the 
past, I always found them to be a “monster” to learn in comparison. Great job, 
BeLight!


